SUPPLIER DIVERSITY PROGRAM CONTACTS

The list provides the Supplier Diversity Program contacts for Raytheon Company. This network of advocates will help assist small, minority-owned, women-owned, veteran-owned (including service-disabled veterans), lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT)-owned, and HUBZone businesses become acquainted with Raytheon procurement requirements.

**Integrated Defense Systems (IDS)**

**Mark Yun, Business Leader**  
225 Presidential Way, Woburn, Massachusetts, 01801  
ids.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Xing Chen, Supplier Diversity Advocate**  
225 Presidential Way, Woburn, Massachusetts, 01801  
ids.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Intelligence, Information and Services (IIS)**

**Crystal King, Business Leader**  
22265 Pacific Boulevard, Dulles, Virginia 20166  
iis.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Jennifer Cason, Supplier Diversity Manager**  
22265 Pacific Boulevard, Dulles, Virginia 20166  
iis.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Warren Elbeck, Supplier Diversity Manager**  
16800 East Centretech Parkway, Aurora, Colorado 80011-9045  
iis.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Sherie Jackson, Supplier Diversity Advocate**  
17225 El Camino Real, Houston, Texas 77058  
iis.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Missile Systems (RMS)**

**Jo Anne Arvizu, Business Leader**  
3301 E. Global Loop, Tucson, Arizona 85706  
rms.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Andrew Volpendesta, Supplier Diversity Advocate**  
3301 E. Global Loop, Tucson, Arizona 85706  
rms.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Space and Airborne Systems (SAS)**

**Robert Flores, Business Leader**  
13510 North Central Expressway, Dallas, Texas 75243  
sas.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Paul Harris, Supplier Diversity Advocate**  
13510 North Central Expressway, Dallas, Texas 75243  
sas.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Howard Walfeld, Supplier Diversity Advocate**  
13510 North Central Expressway, Dallas, Texas 75243  
sas.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Mark Palla, Supplier Diversity Advocate**  
13510 North Central Expressway, Dallas, Texas 75243  
sas.supplier.diversity@raytheon.com

**Raytheon Company**

**Global Business Services**

**Debbie Colbert, Supplier Diversity Advocate**  
4101 E. Plano Parkway, Plano, Texas 75074  
supplierdiversity@raytheon.com

**Corporate Office**

**Carol Wooden, Director, Supplier Diversity**  
870 Winter Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02451  
supplierdiversity@raytheon.com

**Kelsey Grady, Supplier Diversity Project Manager**  
870 Winter Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02451  
supplierdiversity@raytheon.com

**Amira Gonzalez, Supplier Diversity Manager**  
2501 West University Drive, McKinney, Texas 75071  
supplierdiversity@raytheon.com

For more information visit www.raytheon.com or email supplierdiversity@raytheon.com.